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Abstract: The internet was basically designed for the static nodes, but with the development of mobile nodes such as 

smart phones, that have wireless capabilities, the first design was insufficient. MNs change their point of attachment 

while they are roaming (traveling) in the internet, to maintain the survival of ongoing sessions for these mobile nodes, 

the internet requires techniques for managing mobility.. Currently, there are two types of mobility management 

protocols, host-based protocols and network-based protocols, the involvement of MN in the mobility process is must in 

the first type, while is unnecessary in the second type. The IETF standardized the Proxy Mobile IPv6 (PMIPv6) 

protocol in 2004, to overcome the limitations experienced by the host-based protocol, Mobile IPv6 (MIPv6) such as 

sub-optimal routing, handover latency, packet loss and single point of failure, however, the biggest drawback of 

PMIPv6 is the lack of inter-domain handover. This paper provides an efficient scheme based on standard PMIPv6 

called (E-PMIPv6) to support inter-domain handover by introducing  a new entity called (GLMA) which enables MN to 

traverse different domains while keeping the  ongoing sessions, additionally; we use buffering techniques to pre-

emptively lighten packet losses. The ultimate goal for the suggested scheme is to solve the scalability problem for the 

PMIPv6 and it is extensions to encourage network operators to deploy E-PMIPv6 for large networks. Results of 

preliminary analysis of handover latencies and related packet losses favored (E-PMIPv6) over two of the leading 

contenders.  

 

Index Terms: PMIPv6, E-PMIPv6, FH-PMIPv6, HL 

 

 

1. Introduction 

The inter-technology handover process can be achieved through virtual interfaces in the PMIPv6 protocol (VI). In 

the Virtual Interface (VI), the Link Layer Identifier (LL-ID) is used to define the network interface and is used for the 

communication of the data link layer. The primary aim of the VI is to keep the physical interface a mystery (PI). The VI 

is designed to preserve the secret of the PI revolution by using the same LL-IDs if they are in the same technologies (e.g. 

IEEE 802.11). Unfortunately, only one interface can be supported, i.e. it cannot per time switch the address. The key 

concern facing VI preparation is substitute instructors, and this is described as the swapping dilemma. However, the 

PMIPv6 Flexible and multi-homing Protocol does not allow multi-homing because of Swapping problem. The PMIPv6 

has a single Internal Gui. This various interactions make swapping complicated.  

The Internet is a system for moving data packets. IPv4 is the very first version of the internet protocol [1]. The term 

"next-generation" is often referred to as "Internet Protocol next-generation" (IPng). This IPv4 IP supplies separate IP 

addresses for each computer device. However, IPv4 addresses have run out [2]. IPv6 is the latest IPv4. IPV6 

implemented by Request for Comments (RFC) [3] It implements a protocol for host-based mobility management. The 

first mobility management protocol is Mobile IPv6, which was developed by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). 

mailto:eshragaalfadil@hotmail.com
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Depending on the protocol, the MN's presence during the signaling flow may be needed. In this mode, host-based Mobile 

IPv6 is required to retain the mobility information. In the new networking world, wireless communication is defined by 

the next-generation network (NGN). This NGN is learned with WiMAX, WLAN, Long Term Evolution (LTE) and 

3GPP (3GPP). Proxy Mobile IPv6 (PMIPv6) is specified in IETF specifications. PMIPv6 is a network-based mobility 

control protocol that doesn't require the use of IEEE 802.1 LAN. In PMIPv6, the MAG transports the mobility linked 

signal alone without the involvement of the MN, however, the same role of MN is performed by the MAG in MIPv6. 

PMIPv6 uses only one tunnel to connect. However, the SVI of PMIPv6 is not adequate to sustain the NGN. The MN 

must be increased with several virtual interfaces to boost its networking reliability. The network-based accessibility 

management protocol PMIPv6 facilitates multi-homing via Mobile Virtual Interface. Signaled message flows begin with 

the assignment of specific Home Network Prefixes (HNP) per TSI [6]. The handover of signaling happens by way of VI. 

VI is concealing the advancement of the first layer i.e. physical interface from the upper layer i.e. logical interface. 

Instead of preserving VI, the secret of the session would be held. VI has two clauses that help layer recognition. Which is 

a mutual LL-ID and the other is an unshared LL-ID, in which case the former has a security issue because of the risk of 

spoofing devices' addresses. The second clause has an issue with an individual PI and VI. Often the neighbor was 

discovered and it was reported to have a molecular weight between MN and MAG. The MN can resolve the swapping 

problem by following the protected Neighbor Discovery protocol [10], which contains the encrypted LL-ID. But when 

the VI adjusts the security of LL-ID, then security will be collapsed. The trouble with the second clause. This paper 

details an effective inter-technology handover mechanism between IPv4 and IPv6 networks across a single tunnel. This 

can be attained by the use of Adversarial Surfing in PMIPv6. 

Current mobile network, especially 3G, 4G and 5G employ a centralized mobility management, called PMIPv6, 

which is an enhanced version of standard mobility protocol MIPv6. Proxy Mobile IP (PMIPv6) overcomes the main 

drawback of the MIPv6 by performing mobility management functions utilizing a new network element called Mobility 

Access Gateway(MAG) that tackles the mobility functions on the sake of MN, hence eliminates the need for adding 

MIPv6 function to every mobile node on the network. In PMIPv6, the two communication parties(i.e CN and MN) can 

communicate with each other by using the Home of Address(HoA) of the MN without modifying the IP protocol stack, 

therefore, the mobile node can connect to a visited network by using the same IP address (HoA) it is assigned, and the 

CN only knows the MN’s HoA, moreover, all designated packets are intercepted by a new network element called Local 

Mobility Anchor(LMA), which acts as a Network Address Translator(NAT) and manages the binding between the HoA 

and Care of Address(CoA) which assigned by the MAG for the MN while it is roaming, in addition LMA builds a tunnel 

with the MAG to send the corresponding packets designated to the MN. The idea of mobile management was pioneered 

with the advent of various wireless systems and the coexistence of their implementations of cellular networks, such as 

GSM, GPRS, and UMTS, all of which had WiFi network connectivity. Thus, a mobile node will roam freely between the 

various access networks. We have a lot of work to do and do in order to pave the way for an all-IP mobility combination 

of the Internet and telecommunication networks. Web IPv6 is the most prevalent work on the road to full mobile Internet 

access. In addition, the IETF's uniform protocol for mobility control, PMIPv6 [2] has drawn significant interest. The 

legacy Mobile IPv6 is an upgrade to Proxy Mobile IPv6 which offers network-based mobility control for legacy users. . 

Table 1 illustrates a comparison between MIPv6 and PMIPv6 from technical perspective. 

Table 1.Comparsion between MIPv6 and PMIPv6 

Protocol Criteria MIPv6 PMIPv6 

Protocol Type Host-based  Network-based 

MN managing multiple IP addresses     

MN Protocol Modification              X  

Mitigating Packet overhead     

Discovering the pre-configured IP address and Mobility 
Anchor-MA 

     X   

Large signaling overhead to maintain ongoing sessions 

during handover 

    

Deployment by Network Operators           X   

 

Because of their variations, PMIPv6 should be used along with MIPv6. To give another example, Giaretta proposes 

using MIPv6 for worldwide mobility and PMIPv6 for local mobility The IETF's NETLMM workgroup suggests a 

mechanism for choosing an individual to carry the signaling: either within the MN or an access network. According to 

the draft, Han et al., a PMIPv6 indication and discovery mechanism [5], the changed prefix form in the Router 

Advertisement (RA) and Solicit messages may be used to hold the prefix. In addition, MIPv6 and PMIPv6 are under 

consideration for mobility control in 3GPP designing a system architectures [7] which are critical to 3G science. MIPv6 

and PMIPv6 usage scenarios are investigated as well a subset of these studies deal with design concepts in order to pick a 

mobility management system, while the others examine potential deployment scenarios for optimized MIPv6. 

For the remainder of this paper, the sections are structured as follows. In Section 2 we begin with a description 

related work of the MIPv6 and PMIPv6. In section 3, we present research scope and goals, in section 4 we present the 

architecture of the E-PMIPv6 and it is main operations (registration, handover) however, performance evaluation and 
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results discussion is seen in section 5 by applying a mathematical model. The paper is concluded in section 6 by 

addressing the future works. 

2. Related Work 

Proxy Mobile IPv6 allowed mobility on top of Mobile IP to improve mobility management in MIPv6. The key 

variations between MIPv6 and PMIPv6 as well as other extensions have to do with the way the solution is applied. The 

network strategy makes services affordable to a vast number of consumers, which doesn't ask any service providers to 

make any improvements to how they provide services. Because MNs are not required to participate in mobility-related 

signaling, the network's overhead is minimized because the network controls mobility on the MN's behalf. As a network 

operator, adopting a network-based approach benefits them because it enables them to control the network's traffic and 

quality of service (QoS) through specialized networks. The existing multi-homing process within the network is 

depicted in Figure 1. PMIPv6's multi-homing capability enables a single router to support many interfaces. However, 

there are some circumstances in which concurrent "use" of several MN interfaces and the ability to move a single IP 

flow from one access technique to another require some enhancement/modification of the existing PMIPv6 base 

protocol [10]. Discusses the advantages and disadvantages of the fundamental concept of two PMIPv6 multi-homing 

models, including the use of a single unique prefix across all interfaces and a unique prefix per device. This article 

discusses the current Home Network Prefix (HNP) for all interfaces, as well as the mobility characteristics that the 

Home Network Prefix (HNP) offers in conjunction with micro-mobility features (HNP). If a router undergoes an 

interface transition, for example, the other interface may remain linked to the same router. To maintain communication 

across the network, the MN can swap out its WLAN access router for a 3G access router. When an MN is unable to 

connect to the network via the WLAN interface, a vertical handoff occurs at the 3G MAG in order to maintain session 

consistency via the cellular interface. However, in some instances of disconnection, the MN does not have enough time 

to initiate a vertical handoff at 3G MAG prior to packet loss. According to the PMIPv6 protocol, prefixes cannot be 

dynamically assigned to wired interfaces, and the MN is unable to relocate the prefix associated with a degraded 

interface contains a list of the many mobility management protocols[12]. 

 

 

Fig. 1. The architectures of MIPv6 and PMIPv6 

There are several ways to support multi-homing with IPv6. Different renewable registrations is discussed in 

[12,14]. To have multi-homing advantages, all mobile network prefixes were registered with the home network. Mobile 

routers used L2-tunnels and knowledge exchange to gain fault tolerance and selection of routes. The shim protocol 

offers advancement toward multi-homing. Here, the Shim Protocol was temporarily implemented in the Local Mobility 

Domain (LMD) to connect a Multi-homed MN to the LMA. A flow distribution scheme called a Shim mesh was 

proposed to provide a compact multi-homing technique. It was allowed by a Host Identity Protocol (HIP). It merges the 

current identifier/locator split architecture introduced by HIP with the micro-mobility management system of PMIPv6 

that will be updated to support Global Mobility Management in the future. The LISP and shim6 techniques include 

techniques to facilitate multi-homing to the terminal system. The current bicasting technique led PMIPv6 to the first-

hop destination. Here in this case, the LMA expanded its Binding Cache Entry (BCE) to fulfill the criteria for several 

bindings and an MN performs the binding update to LMA. The transmission of data packets by the LMA to the New-

Mobile Access Gateway (N-MAG) as well as the Previous-Mobile Access Gateway. (P-MAG). The same feature is 

provided by, at least, [19]. This was an improved multi-hop protocol which accounts for interface differences. This 

scheme offers a more versatile multi-homing support system and thus ensures consistency when transitioning from IPv6 

to IPv4. In current multi-homing techniques, route discovery, shim protocol, and mobility control are employed, but not 

at the same time. The writing did not discuss the nuances of handoff and multiuser interfaces. This technique, [18], is 

just concerned with handing over. The solution [19] fits only for one-hop in multi-home systems. This piece of evidence 

does not support the drop off mechanism. In these previous studies, a flow mobility mechanism has been used to boost 

the efficiency of many heterogeneous networks. This suggested SAND framework improves performance of the 

PMIPv6 protocol based on handover and the various interfaces used in the multi-homing domain. 
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Proxy Mobile IP (PMIPv6) provides network-based mobility for mobile nodes without needing them to engage in 

mobility. Despite its benefits, PMIPv6 still has a big drawback: Inter-domain handover is not allowed. The MN 

switches to a new PMIPv6 domain, which removes all ongoing sessions [1]. 

When an MN roams between MAGs in the PMIPv6 domain, a possible handover for FPMIPv6 (PMIPv6) includes 

a fast switch (proactive approach). FPMIPv6 enables the CN to reach an MN immediately upon its entry into the new 

network and subsequent attachment of the new MAG (nMAG). The previous MAG (pMAG) initiates the handover (HI) 

procedure, according to the Layer 2 information received from the MN. Prevent the MN from losing downlink packets 

during the tunnel transfer to the nMAG. Once the MN is connected, nMAG stores the packets and transmits them to the 

MN. The following description applies to FPMIPv6 signaling: When the RSS of an MN with the pMAG drops below 

the threshold, the MN begins scanning neighboring MAGs. The MAC layer determines the threshold. The MAC 

address and nMAG address of the MN are sent to the pMAG in Layer 2 reports. The pMAG creates a tunnel with the 

nMAG upon receipt of the report message in order to get information about the MN. After establishing the tunnel, the 

pMAG uses the tunnel to transmit MN packets to the nMAG. All packets coming are buffered by nMAG. When the 

MN joins the nMAG's network, it sends a Router Solicitation (RS) message. The nMAG flushes buffered packets to the 

MN after receiving the RS message from the MN. The nMAG interacts with the LMA in order to register the 

information about the MN and to create the tunnel between the nMAG and the LMA. Additionally, the LMA provides 

packets directly to the nMAG. The nMAG sends a RA message in response to the RS message [2]. 

3. Research Scope and Goals 

A.  Enabling both intra-handover  and inter-handover process  for PMIPv6 

The ultimate goal of the proposed scheme is to enable both intra-handover (which is already supported in the 

standard protocol PMIPv6) and inter-handover (traveling among different domains) without dropping ongoing sessions. 

Towards this direction, a new entity is added to the PMIPv6 architecture which is called (GLMA) located in 

between any two different domains and  acts as Network Address Translator (NAT), and  is in charge of  supporting 

inter-handover process. 

B.  Reducing Packet loss during inter-handover process 

The standard PMIPv6 suffers from packet loss during intra-handover process; however, we except there will be a 

great loss of packets during both intra and inter-handover process. 

To end that, a buffering mechanism is applied to mitigate the packet loss to an ignorable rate. 

C.  Research objective 

The goal of the research presented in this paper is to extend the standard network-based protocol (PMIPv6) to 

support both intra and inter handover process, to provide flexibility and scalability for the mobile networks. The ultimate 

goal is to solve the scalability problem of PMIPv6 and it is extensions by introducing a new entity called (GLMA) which 

maintains a dynamically updated binding cache as the mobile node traveled among different domains. As a result, the 

proposed scheme will encourage network operators to deploy the extended PMIPv6 (E-PMIPv6)  for large networks. 

As discussed in the related work section, the majority of proposed schemes focused on enhancing the standard 

PMIPv6 protocol which supports only intra-handover process for localized networks, hence limits it is deployment by the 

network operators. 

Significant advancements have already been made in the development of schemes that capable of extending PMIPv6 

to support inter-handover process. 

The current research aims to contribute in two ways to this approach: a) Extending PMIPv6 to solve it is scalability 

problem, b) Reducing packet loss during both intra and inter-handover process. Our scheme is an enhancement of the 

schemes proposed in [4,5].  

4. Proposed  E-PMIPV6 architecture  and Operations 

Fig. 2 depicts the proposed architecture. 
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Fig.2. E-PMIPv6 Architecture 

Fig. 2 illustrates the architecture of E-PMIPv6 and explains the entities that are used: 

 

• Mobility access gateway (MAG): is an access router that manages a mobile node's mobility-related signaling. 

It is responsible for monitoring the mobile node's motions and signaling the mobile node's local mobility 

anchor. 

• Mobile IPv6-domain: is a network that includes one link-layer address for a mobile node and multiple link-

layer address for a MAG. 

• Local Mobility Anchor: It is the organization that operates the mobile nodes, and all traffic from and to the 

mobile node is routed through the Local Mobility Anchor. 

• Mobile Node: refers to a device which connects to the Learning Management Device wirelessly 

• Corresponding Node (CN): Any node in the Internet or computer network that connects with an Electronic 

Medical Record (EMR). 

• The Mobile Node's Home Address (MN-HoA) is the prefix for the mobile node's home network. 

• Proxy Binding Update (PBU): is a message issued by a MAG to the LMA that establishes a connection 

between the MN's home network prefix (es) and its current care-of address (Proxy-CoA), and includes the 

fields MN-ID, Proxy-CoA, and handoff indicator (HI). 

• Proxy Binding Acknowledgment (PBA): a return message received by a mobile entity to the entity that is the 

mobility anchor. 

• Binding Cache (BC): Binding Cache held by the LMA that includes binding. 

• Binding Cache Access (BCEs): Contains entries from the LMA's binding cache. And has fields for MN-ID, 

MAG Proxy-CoA and MN-prefix. 

• GLMA is the body that is situated in the space between two domains and is responsible for liaising in between 

those two domains. This is achieved by doing a diligent intra-domain location registration prior to the MN 

traveling around various domains while roaming. 

 

Fig. 3, 4, 5 and 6 demonstrate functions of the proposed architecture. A further discussion in this section is on two 

main operations: registration and handover. Each of these operations is illustrated on next. 

A. Registration Process 

Step1: the MAG senses MN in its access link and the MN attached to D1-MAG1. 

Step2: the D1-MAG1 sends a PBU message to update MN current location. 

Step3: D1-LMA creates BCE record contains MN-HNP (MN-ID) and MAG’s address (D1-MAG1).  

Step4: the D1-LMA setup one way tunnel and send PBack to D1-MAG1. 

Step5: the D1-MAG creates a record for MN in its (BUL) contains the MN-HNP binds with D1-LMA and setup 

end point tunnel towards the D1-LMA1, in addition, D1-MAG1 send a (Rtradv) message to MN advertising MN-HNP.  

Step6: finally, up on receiving the (Rtradv) message MN now is able to organize its interface and get it is HoA 

(MN-HoA), which uses to transmit data traffic sessions to its CN.  As shown in fig.3. 
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Fig.3. E-PMIPv6 Registration and Packet Delivery 

B. Intra Handover Procedure in E-PMIPv6 

MN still in D1-LMA, and the movement from D1-MAG1 towards the D1-MAG2 with in the same domain (D1). 

 

Step1: whenever the D1-MAG1 detects MN intra handover to D1-MAG2 it will send a De-Reg PBU message to 

D1-LMA contains some information such as zero life time (t2), and no active session flag “p=0”. 

Step2: the D1-LMA activates the pre-registration of MN actual detachment by sending a PBack message “with 

flag “p=1”.comprising of the MN profile towards the new D1-MAG2 neighbor based on the BCE list. 

Step3: the D1-MAG2 must keep the MN information which received it from D1-LMA for a certain period of time, 

it will bypass the access authentication by comparing the MN “ID and HNP” with the pre-registered profile. 

Step4: after MN successfully matched the D1-MAG2 updates MN BUL entry and sends RtrAdv message with 

same MN-HNP towards the MN, in order to reconfigure its interface to resume its data session. 

Step5: D1-MAG2 sends PBU message to D1-LMA with flag (P=1) and new lifetime “t2” as an indicator to the 

MN complete location update. 

Step6: D1-LMA updates MN’s BCE record with the new information; (D1-MAG2 ‘ HoA1.MN). 

Step7: Finally, the D1-LMA directs the MN data traffic through the D1-MAG2 towards CN. 

Fig. 4 depicts the intra-handover procedures. 

 

 

Fig.4. Intra-Handover Procedure in E-PMIPv6 
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C.  Inter Handover Procedure in E-PMIPv6 

When MN moves to D2-LMA towards the D2-MAG’s (e.g.: D2- MAG1, D2-MAG2) in this case the time that D1-

MAG2 is keeping information is over (t2> min delivery time). 

In this case, there are two options: 

 

Option1: in this option, if the session is not active, the details of steps are discussed as follows: 

Step1: as soon as the D2-MAG1 senses the MN imminent to inter domain handover towards D2-MAG’s (D2-

MAG1) access link, it sends a DeReg PBU message to D1-LMA with (zero life time and P=”0”). 

Step2: D1-LMA sends EX.PBU to the GLMA that contains MN context and new life time =”t2”. 

Step 3&4: once the D2-MAG1 detects MN attachment, it will perform the access authentication process by 

sending PBU to D2-LMA. 

Step5: after authentication took place, D2-LMA sends EX-PBU message which contains context profile (MN-ID) 

to GLMA in order to authenticate the MN. 

Step6: The GLMA activates the proactive inter-domain registration by sending EX-PBAck message comprising of 

MN profile towards the D2-LMA in order to update LCE. 

Step7&8: D2-LMA sends RtrAdv to D2-MAG1 which contains MN-HNP to confirm the MN context information 

and it is also sends PBU message towards D2-MAG1 to update the record. 

Step9: moreover, the D2-LMA sends PBU message towards GLMA and it contains the new information of MN 

(MN-ID, D2-MAG1, IP, HNP2) to save inside the pre-registered information. 

Step10: D2-MAG1 sends RtrAdv message to update it is record and to configure the new  IP address (HoA2-MN). 

Step11&12: MN sends data to CN1 using the configured IPv6 through D2-MAG1, and it sends this data directly to 

CN1 through D2-LMA and GLMA. 

Fig. 5 illustrates the inter-handover procedures. 

 

 

Fig.5. Inter Handover Procedure in E-PMIPv6 (without active session) 

Option2: if the session is active, in this case the steps are discussed as followed: 

 

Step1: whenever the D1-MAG1 senses the MN imminent for inter-domain handover towards the D2-MAG’s (D2-

MAG1 OR D2-MAG2) access link within (zero life time and flag set to “1” as indicator to the active session). 

Step2: in this step, the D1-LMA sends EX.PBU message to GLMA which contains the MN context and new life 

time “t2”, as sequence. 

The GLMA begins buffering packets bound for MN until to receive the BU message from another LMA to prevent 

the packet loss.  

Step3.4: once the D2-MAG1 detect MN attachment it will perform the access authentication process by sending 

PBU to D2-LMA. 

Step5: D2-LMA sends EX-PBU message which contains context profile (MN-ID) to GLMA in order to 

authenticate the MN 

Step6: The GLMA activates the proactive inter-domain registration by sending EX-PBAck message comprising of 

MN profile towards the D2-LMA in order to update LCE. 
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Step7&8: D2-LMA sends RtrAdv to D2-MAG1 which contains MN-HNP to confirm the MN context information 

and it also sends PBU towards GLMA that contains the MN new information’s (MN-ID, D2-MAG, IP, HNP2) to save 

the preregistered information. 

Step9: D2-MAG1 sends RtrAdv message towards MN to configure the new IP address (HoA-MN) and to update it 

is record. 

Step10: GLMA starts to forward the buffered data to MN through D2-LMA and D2-MAG1, respectively. 

Step11: now MN can send the packets (HoA2-MN, data) to CN1 through D2-MAG1. 

Step12: as sequence, D2-MAG1 sends the data to GLMA through D2-LMA and in this case the GLMA acts like 

NAT by changing the header from (HoA2-MN, data, to HoA1-MN, data) before forwarding this data to CN1. 

Step13: finally, the GLMA forwards data directly to CN1. 

Figure 6 depicts the inter-handover procedures with active session. 

 

 

Fig.6. Inter-Handover Procedure in E-PMIPv6 (with active session) 

5. Performance Evaluation and Result Discussion  

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed E-PMIPv6, a mathematical model is used to measure three metrics as 

Handover latency(HL), Packet Loss(PL) and Signaling Overhead(SO), the obtained results are compared with two of 

the leading contenders, standard PMIPv6 and FH-PMIPv6, and the authors applied the same equations derived from [4]  

for aforementioned three schemes. 

The evaluation process is described in details in the following sections, and table 2 depicts the obtained results by 

applying the mathematical model to measure the three metrics. 

Table 2. A summary of obtained results for the three metrics (for three  schemes) 

A. Handover Latency (H.L) 

In our assessment, the Handover Latency HL takes on a crucial role. The HL is the time between the last time a 

MAG can communicate through the MN and the first time a MAG can communicate through the MN. Clinical 

Leukocyte Antigen, HL as follows: 

 

HL(.) = TL2 + TMD + TLU                                                                       (1) 

 

Where TL2 denotes the Layer 2 (L2) handover latency and TMD denotes the movement detection latency in the 

following equation: 

TMD = 2 dwl (M)                                                                               (2)

Scheme Handover Latency(H.L)(seconds) 
 

Packet Loss(Bytes) Signaling Overhead(Bytes) 

Intra-Domain Inter-Domain Intra-Domain Inter-Domain Intra-Domain Inter-Domain 

PMIPv6 0.121 - 3.368 - 152 - 

FH-PMIPv6 0.109 - 3.039 - 228 - 

E-PMIPv6 0.053 0.060(inactive) session 

0.059(active)session 

0.000 0.000(inactive) session 

0.000(active) session 

304 456(active )session 

532(inactive) session 
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Where M denotes the size in bytes of a control message, and TLU is the location update latency. 

In PMIPv6, the new MAG obtains information about the MN's LMA via a DNS lookup. Then, using the LMA, the 

new MAG performs the PBU operation.               

 

TLU (pmipv6) = 2dar, dns (Mpmipv6) + 2dar, lma (Mpmipv6)                                         (3) 

 

In FH-PMIPv6, the new MAG1 forwards the information to MAG2 and then performs the PBU process with the 

LMA and MAG2 simultaneously. 

 

TLU(FH-pmip)=2dMAG1,MAG2(MFH-mip)+2dLMA,MAG2 (MFH-pmip)                            (4) 

 

In our proposed scheme, E-PMIPv6, there are two options when the MN detached the domain, in option1 (intra-

domain handover) the previous D1-MAG1sends PBU to D1-LMA when it senses MN imminent from intra-domain 

handover towards D1-MAG2.then, D1-LMA sends PBAck to D1-MAG2 and receives PBU from D1-MAG. 

 

TLU (E-pmip(intra-domain ))=2dD1-MAG2,D1-LMA(MH-pmip)+ d D1-MAG2,D1-LMA(MH-pmip)                               (5) 

 

In option 2 (inter-domain handover) we assumed two options:  

Firstly: if the session is not active: in this case D1-MAG1 sends PBU to D1-LMA where senses MN imminent 

inter-domain handover and then performs the PBU and PBAck process among D1-LMA, GLMA, D2-LMA, D2-MAG1 

simultaneously.       

 

TLU (E-pmip(inter-domain(without active session ))=3dD2-GLMA,D2-LMA(ME-pmip)+ 2d D2-MAG,D2-LMA(ME-pmip)+  

d D1-MAG1,D1-LMA(ME-pmip )+ d D1-LMA,GLMA(ME-pmip)                                                      (6) 

 

Secondly: if the session is active: in this case D1-MAG1 sends PBU to D1-LMA where senses MN imminent inter 

domain handover with activate session and then performs PBU and PBAck process a mong D1-LMA, GLMA,D2-

LMA,D2-MAG1, moreover in this case GLMA starts buffering exchanged data and saves them until it destined to MN.  

 

TLU (E-pmip(inter-domain(with active session ))=3dD2-GLMA,D2-LMA(ME-pmip)+ d D2-MAG1,D2-LMA(ME-pmip)+  

d D1-MAG1,D1-LMA(ME-pmip )+ d D1-LMA,GLMA(ME-pmip)                                                      (7) 

 

Fig. 7 illustrates the handover latency in seconds for the three schemes with 0.121s, 0.109s and 0.053s for intra-

domain and 0.060 for inter-domain without active session and 0.059s for inter domain with active session,  respectively. 

 

 

Fig.7. Handover Latency for PMIPv6, FH-PMIPV6 and E-PMIPv6 (intra/inter-domain) handovers  

After applying equation (1), which is calculated from the equations (2), (3), (4), (5), (6) and (7) respectively, it 

appears that the E-PMIPv6 scheme significantly reduces the HL compared to other counterpart protocols.  
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B. Packet Loss  (PL) 

The packet loss is a measure of how many packets are lost from a given network after a handover. Packet loss is 

inversely proportional to both the delay of handover and the number of packets that arrive at the destination. The packet 

arrival rate for the three schemes can be calculated as the product  λ s Sp. 

PL is generally expressed as follows [4] : 

 

PL (.) = 𝜆s Sp HL (.)                                                                             (8) 

 

 

Fig.8. Packet loss of PMIPv6 and FH-PMIPv6 and E-PMIPv6 (intra/inter-domain handover without and with active session) 

Fig.8 illustrates packet loss for PMIPv6, FH-PMIPv6 and E-PMIPv6 (intra/inter domain handover without and 

with active session) (3.368), (3.039) and (0.000) respectively. 

After applying equation (8) for the three schemes, we noticed, that PMIPv6 scheme has the largest PL value which 

is proportional to HL, therefore the PL in FH-PMIPv6 is less than PMIPv6, and in contrast E-PMIPv6 uses buffering 

mechanism at the GLMA as a solution for packet loss. Such solutions become more viable and flexible with CMM 

technology as each anchor recognizes all of its targets simultaneously. 

C. Signaling Overhead (SO) 

Signaling overhead (SO) means the total number of control messages sent over the network links during the 

handover procedure, multiplied by the size of these messages in bytes. 

For PMIPv6, the signaling overhead is: 

PBU message sent from the nMAG to the LMA, plus PBA message received by then MAG. 

 

SO = Mpmipv6 (PBU + PBA)                                                                    (9) 

 

For FH- PMIPv6, the signaling overhead is: 

PBU+De-Reg PBU message sent from the MAG2 to the LMA; plus PBA+De-Reg PBA message received by the 

MAG2. 

 

SO = MFH-pmip(PBU +De-Reg PBU+ PBA+De-Reg PBA)                                       (10) 

 

 

For E-PMIPv6, the signaling overhead is: 

First: in option1 (intra-domain handover) PBU message is sent from D1-MAG1 to the D1-LMA; plus EX-PBU 

message receives by D1-LMA, plus PBAck message from D1-MG2 to D1-LMA. 

 

SO = ME-pmip(intra-domain)(PBU + PBA+EPBU)                                                 (11)
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Second: in option2 (inter-domain handover) if the session is not activate (without active session): in this case PBU 

message is sent from D1-MAG1 to D1-LMA, plus EX-PBU message from D1-LMA to GLMA, plus PBU from D2-

MAG1 to D2-LMA and  EX-PBU message from D2-LMA to GLMA, plus received PBAck message from GLMA, plus 

PBU message from D2-LMA TO GLMA and D2-MAG1, respectively.  

 

SO = ME-pmip(inter-domain(without active session)(PBU + PBU+PBU+PBU+PBU+EXPBA+EX-PBU)              (12) 

 

If the session is activate(with active session):in this case PBU message sent from D1-MAG1 to D1-LMA, plus EX-

PBU message from 1-LMA to GLMA, plus PBU from D2-MAG1 to D2-LMA, plus EX-PBU message from D1-LMA 

to GLMA, plus received PBAck message from GLMA, plus PBU message from D2-LMA TO GLMA . 

 

SO = ME-pmip(inter-domain(with active session)(PBU + PBU+PB+EX-PBA+EX-PBU+EX-PBU)                          (13) 

 

Fig.9 illustrates the signaling overhead in bytes for the three schemes, PMIPv6 has the lowest signaling overhead 

(152 bytes), FH-PMIPv6 has the signaling overhead (304 bytes) and the E-PMIPv6 (intra/inter-domain handover) has 

highest signaling overhead (228 bytes for intra-domain handover) and (456 bytes for inter-domain handover (with 

active session) and (532 bytes for inter-domain handover without active session) respectively. 

 

 

Fig.9. Signaling Overhead in PMIPv6, FH-PMIPv6 and E-PMIPv6 

After applying equations (9), (10), (11), (12) and (13) respectively, for the three schemes, Unfortunately, both of 

FH-PMIPv6 and E-PMIPv6 cause much higher overhead (304 bytes, 228 bytes) respectively, in the network compared 

with PMIPv6 which has (152 bytes) and  is  due to the Information Retrieval request IR [18], PBU message sent to 

LMA and PBA as replay for MAG2 PBU message with 76 bytes as control message size .as well as ( 228 bytes) in E-

PMIPv6 (intra-domain handover) due to PBU, PBA and EX-PBU from MN to previous MAG as illustrated before, and 

(456 and 532 bytes) in E-PMIPV6 (inter-domain handover with and without active session) due to 5 PBUs, EX-PBA, 

EX-PBU between the entities increased the overhead.  

In the above results we ignored the RS and RA messages, since they are remain the same in the three schemes. 

Table 3 illustrates the formulas used for quantitative analysis. 

Table.3. Formulas used for quantitative analysis 

 
Source: Ref[5] 
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Symbol Equation Default values Meaning 

Wired link delay 

𝑑x,y (p) 

𝑑x,y (p) = ℎx,y(p/Bwd+ Lwd) har,ar = √N ≈ 6 , har,db = har,lma= har,dns = 

12 hops , hmag,mdb = dmn,mag=1 hop 
P = 2 bytes 

Bwd =100 Mbps 

Lwd = 0.5 ms 

h: the number of hops between x , y. 

P: packet size in bytes. 

Bwd: Bandwidth of wired link. 

Lwd: propagation latency in wired link. 

Wireless link delay dwl(p) dwl(p) = (p/Bwl+Lwl) / (1 ̶ P𝑓 ) Bwl= 10 Mbps 

Lwl= 2 ms 

P𝑓= 0.35 

 

Bwl : bandwidth of wireless link. 
Lwl : propagation latency in wireless link. 

p𝑓: frailer probability of wireless link. 

Handover latency HL (.)  HL (.) = TL2 + TMD + TLU (.) TL2 = 10 ms 

 

TL2 : layer 2 handover latency. 

Movement detection time 
TMD 

TMD = 2 dwl (M) Mpmipv6 = 76 bytes Mpmipv6 : size of control message in bytes. 

Location update latency 

TLU 

TLU(pmipv6) = 2dar,dns (Mpmipv6) + 2dar,lma (Mpmipv6) 

Packet loss PL (.) 
PL (.) = s Sp HL (.) s =  2 s 

Sp = 50 packets 

 

s : session arrival mean rate. 

Sp: average size of session in packets. 

Signaling overhead SO SO = Mpmipv6(number of control messages) 
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6. Conclusion 

This paper attempts to address the limitations experiences by the standard PMIPv6 protocol that doesn’t support 

the inter-domain handover that limits it is deployment for large networks. An enhanced scheme is proposed called (E-

PMIPv6) to overcome the aforementioned problem, and mathematical analysis is used to evaluate the effectiveness of 

the proposed scheme in contrast with the standard PMIPv6 and FH-PMIPv6 in terms of handover latency, packet loss 

and signaling overhead.  

The ultimate goal for the proposed scheme is to solve the scalability problem for the PMIPv6 and it is extensions 

to encourage network operators to deploy E-PMIPv6 for large networks 

Obtained results of preliminary analysis of handover latencies and related packet losses favored the proposed 

scheme E-PMIPv6 over two of the leading contenders.  

As part of future work, we plan to design  and evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme using OMnet++ 

simulation software and enhancing  the security of the scheme, since it was out of the this paper.  
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